Share your NOMADICAL along the SILK ROAD

#DigitalNomads form today’s Caravan
We take a NOMADICAL along the Silk Road
The Age of the Digital Nomads
Fast cheap internet
Fast cheap travel
Freelance culture
Mixed population
Less ownership
New values
Co-Working & Co-Living
Work + Vacation = Workation
New Travelstyle + New Workstyle = New Lifestyle of Digital Nomads
Nomadic by Nature: Silk Road welcomes Digital Nomads
Connecting digital & traditional Nomads: Conferences East & West
Promoting a sustainable lifestyle
2017: EXPO + UN Year
NOMADIC Mind Set Skill Set Tool Set
Silk Road Movie
Digital Storytelling, Vlogging & Sharing
Telling inspiring stories of hope along the Silk Road
Promoting & checking cities as destinations for Nomadicals
Join the Caravan and take a NOMADICAL
Let´s make it real - together!
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